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The second challenge is to find a.img file. You can download the repository from my website (http://www.david-cao.net/blog/smartphone-
unbrick-l-solved-by-reversing-your-smartphone-flash-tool-2/). Note that the second challenge is optional. You can also use the.swf or.daa file
you found to flash your phone. The unbricking method for SP Flash Tool is very simple, but depending on the SP Flash Tool running on your
phone, it might take some trial and error to make the API calls and set those parameters so that it will work correctly. Once that's done, it is

completely transparent to the user. Usually, this is as simple as issuing the command "adb push .zip /sdcard/" and then "adb push .img
/sdcard". Install SP Flash Tool on your PC and plug in your device using a USB to serial cable. You have to use a PC with at least a 2GB RAM

and should be on Windows 7, 8 or 10. If you don't have this, you can have a look at the Smart Phone Flash Tool page to see if they have one
available for your device. Once you plug in the device, in the next screen, tap on the "Show Bootloader window" option. Your IMEI number is

displayed here. Enter the number and you will have to wait for some time. When you see "Please wait", unlock the screen of your device
and plug in a micro USB cable to your PC. This will connect your Android to your PC. You will have to set up the micro USB cable for charging

and data transfer first. Once done, launch the command prompt on your PC and go to the directory where you have installed the Smart
Phone Flash Tool, copy the crack file and paste it in the same folder.
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The Make/Model of your device should already be in the search box if you have selected the right
name. Let us know if you find any other errors or are having any other issues while flashing using

this tool. Smartphone Flash Tool is available free of cost and is a much better alternative to
ClockworkMod Recovery. Although its very simple to use but when compared to ClockworkMod

Recovery it has more features and provides all the basic functions in a much simplified manner. To
use this software, you just have to enter IMEI of your Smartphone and then you will be shown with
some basic information on the smartphone. This includes Product Name, software Version, Camera

Specification, System Model etc. After selecting the particular software you want to flash, you can hit
the flash button. As per the flash mode you want to use, you can select between Hardware (HW) or
Software (SW) mode. HW Mode (HW Flash): Unlike all the other methods, this tool is the only one
which can flash Android custom ROMs on your device. It is very easy to use. After selecting the

desired software, select the device, Flash Mode and hit the Flasher Button. As per your preference,
you can select HW or SW Mode. Try using either SP Flash Tool or SP Flash Tool Lite . Both are nearly
identical, except the latter has a different GUI interface. You can choose whatever one you prefer,

but just be sure to use it on your device type, as SP Flash Tool for example, works on Google Nexus
devices only. If you have any doubts, just read the instructions or take a look at this article, which
will help you choose the proper one for your device: Choosing the right Smartphone Flash Tool .
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